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the most ThoughT-provoking and 
original books being published today 
can be found in the catalogs of 
independenT presses.

“i just wanted to say thank you. it actually made me tear up a little because you 

got the book in a way in which no other reviewer did. it wasn’t just the fact that  

it was a positive review, but that you really uncovered what i was going for.”

—gordon edgar, author of Cheesemonger

ForeWord Reviews was launched to draw attention to the  
literary achievements of independent publishers and their authors.  
It is the only magazine offering pre-publication reviews and category 
trends exclusively from the exploding small press market. This coveted 
information comes at a time when most print review publications are 
cutting their pages and limiting coverage of books from little known 
authors or publishers, the very presses whose output continues to increase.
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Strains of melancholy color this extraordinarily lovely meditation on longing. When 
a boy watches his father leave for the war in unfamiliar soldier’s garb, he doesn’t 
know it will be his last memory of him. When he grows up, he honors the memory by 
attempting to fulfill his father’s dream of flying. Adjusting the Da Vinci-like wings  
his father had constructed, he achieves his goal, and while soaring over the water feels 
his father with him again. Elemental and sophisticated at once. Ages five to seven.

for middle readers
Simultaneous with the attack on Pearl Harbor (in 1941) was the Japanese occupation of Hong Kong. While working in a military station, two Chinese boys assist in the war effort by securing medi-

cal supplies for the underground fighters and escaped British and American prisoners of war. This important and beautifully told story 
of despair and, ultimately, hope is complemented by exceptional illustrations. Ages eight to thirteen.

Three Years and  
Eight Months

Icy SmithJennifer Kindert, illustratorEast West Discovery Press
Hardcover $20.95 (44pp)

978-0-9856237-8-4

A Tel Aviv neighborhood comes to life through the story of its many homeless cats and their effects on two elderly neighbors. Are the felines a nuisance, companions to be treasured, or something in between? A beloved pet goes missing, and affection blossoms amid the search, capping a sweet story of everyday life. Ages three to eight.

The Cats on Ben Yehuda StreetAnn Redisch StamplerFrancesca Carabelli, illustratorKar-Ben
Hardcover $16.95 (32pp)978-0-7613-8123-5
978-1-4677-0988-0 ebook

r e v i e w s

FArThER
Grahame Baker-

Smith
Templar Books

Hardcover $17.99 (40pp)
978-0-7636-6370-4
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Planet Earth: 
The World in 
Infographics
Jon RichardsEd Simkins, illustrator

OwlKids Hardcover $15.95 (32pp)
978-1-926973-75-3

Volcanoes, mountains, water, habitats, the air we breathe ... being able to visualize the significance of these critical elements—and their relationships to one another—goes a long way toward helping us to understand the world we inhabit. Remarkable factoids (“Every day, about 55 tons of rock is added to our planet from outer space.”) accompany colorful, bold, straightforward graphics. Ideal for home or school. Ages eight to twelve.

Cool World Cooking: Fun and Tasty Recipes for Kids
Lisa Wagner

Junior Scarletta ReadersHardcover $15.95 (160pp)
978-1-938063-12-1978-1-938063-13-8 ebookGeography, math, and science are all part of the learning experience 

of preparing this book’s offering of over fifty recipes from places as 
far-flung as China (Sesame Noodles), Africa (Juicy Jollof Rice), Mexico 

(Tortilla Soup), and Lebanon (Tabbouleh). Tools, cooking methods, and 
ingredients are all shown in photos in addition to being described. Key 

vocabulary words round out this fun lesson. Age eight to twelve. 

Diego Rivera: An Artist  for the People
Susan Goldman RubinAbrams
Hardcover $21.95 (56pp)978-0-8109-8411-0The fascinating story of Mexican artist Diego Rivera’s (1886-1957) upbring-

ing and artistic and political evolution is paired with stunning reproductions 
of his murals and photos of the artist at work. This biography of this master 
painter who married another master, Frieda Kahlo, is also a visual record 
of our nation’s growth as an industrial power. Included are a glossary of art 
terms and a list of places to see his work. Ages eight and up.

$5.99
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We normally print 8,000 copies of the magazine, with some issues reaching 
10,000+ when extra distribution is needed for BEA, ALA, Beijing, Frankfurt, 
Shanghai, Bologna, and other book fairs and events. We are also distributed at the 
top 345 Barnes & Noble newsstands across the country. We base our ad rates on two 
times that readership (note that it is not uncommon for b2b magazines to boast a 
pass-along value of 3x the number it prints). We work hard to make sure there is no 
readership waste and basically distribute the magazine at no cost to the top public and 
school libraries across the country. In addition, we send boxes directly to the buyers 
at Barnes & Noble. IndieBound also requests 1,100 copies for delivery direct to their 
members in the “white boxes.” 

Finally, we try to put the magazine in the hands of international and domestic 
agents and editors at larger houses who are looking for leads from the small press 
sector. (All said, our readership is about 80% librarians, 10% bookstores, 10% 
publishing professionals, consumers, and our parents.) You may get much higher 
numbers in terms of circulation from other publications, but you also pay for readers 
you may not be interested in soliciting. 

reader profile
Readership of 16,000 booksellers and librarians whose primary function is the buying responsibility 
for their bookstore/library. Additional readership comes from a subscription base of publishing 
professionals interested in the editorial mission of ForeWord Reviews, consumers via newsstand sales, 
and from bonus distribution provided at all major trade shows.  Based on a recent readership survey:

“love ForeWord. read it cover to cover in one sitting.”

85%

76%

60%

62%92%

said they ordered books 
as a result of an ad

get all their information about 
small presses from review journals. 

share issues  
with their colleagues

have been subscribers for more than 
three years and save as a reference

use our website:  
www.forewordreviews.com

“i love your print edition and carry it with me to mark up 
when i’m out of the office to then come back and order.”

“i like the print product especially for book reviews and 
publishers’ advertisements. i can sticky-note them...for 
others to read/order as it gets routed through the office.”

“i really like having a paper copy that i can take with me 
to read anywhere and not have to be tied to a computer 
or the internet.”

(We ONLY cover independently published titles.)

“thanks! for your help, as well 

as for all of your hard work 

getting the news out about 

undeservedly obscure or 

otherwise overlooked books.”

—michael d. toman
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What We look for in a book 
by matt sutherland

a professional, attractive, creative (original, even) cover 
design (both front and back covers) makes a powerful 

first impression. It’s not always the case, but most books with generic art 
and mundane fonts predictably deliver run-of-the-mill fare in the interior. 
Don’t hide a good book behind subpar design.

Complimentary cover blurbs from interesting, accomplished people are 
very influential. If someone notable is willing to stake their reputation on 
your book, you have a great advantage.

ForeWord editors will definitely look at your copyright page, table of 
contents, and other front matter. There are industry standards in place and 
your book will make a telling statement if you don’t present this crucial 
information professionally.

Okay, let’s get serious. Two kinds of writing always stand out: 1. Inviting, 
direct, nicely-phrased, cliche-free writing; and 2. Lackluster drivel. A good 
book should momentarily whisk a reader away—perhaps by introducing 
something familiar in a new light or delivering pure entertainment—and 
if it addresses a timely issue, all the better, as long as it answers the “why 
should I care?” question very well and does something different from all 
other books on the subject.

If you’re an avid reader (and you must be an avid reader to succeed in 
publishing), you’ll have developed a good sense for the look and feel 
and healthy bones of a quality book. Don’t settle for anything less than 
perfection. We pride ourselves on reviewing the best books released by  
the independent publishing community, and we’d love to include your  
books in our pages. l

Publisher

Victoria Sutherland

executive editor

Howard Lovy

Managing editor

Matt Sutherland

dePuty editor

Aimée Jodoin 

Proofreader

Patricia Morrow

circulation / Marketing

Jennifer Szunko

advertising sales

Stacy Price

editor eMeritus

Alex Moore 

editor-at-large

Eugene G. Schwartz

interns

Madeline Kachadurian 
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design / Production Manager
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Publisher services

Karen Connick

Web develoPMent, it & systeMs

Brandon Frohs 
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menu of services

ForeWord Reviews, clarion reviews,  
book of the year awards, print advertising, Web advertising,  

e-newsletter advertising, trade show representation

ForeWord review ~ Each quarterly issue reviews 125 titles. All publishers (except the  
Big 5) are encouraged to submit books for consideration. Books must be submitted prior to 
their release date. See forewordreviews.com for more information.

clarion review ~ Do you need an objective review from a recognized source? Paying 
$335* for a professional 450+ word critique is the best marketing value available in the 
industry. Use the Clarion review in your press kit, back cover endorsement, and on your 
website. With your permission, the review will also be archived with the top title information 
databases used by booksellers and librarians who make purchasing decisions, including 
Bowker’s Books-In-Print online, Baker & Taylor’s Titlesource 3, Ingram’s iPage, EBSCO, and 
Gale, in addition to the ForeWord website. 

book of the year awards ~ Our awards program was established to bring 
additional attention to the literary and graphic achievements of independent publishers 
and their authors. The ForeWord awards program is devoted exclusively to books  
from independent houses. Winners are announced each year at ALA, including the 
Editor’s Choice Prizes for fiction and nonfiction, and ForeWord’s Independent Publisher 
of the Year. $99 per title, per category entry fee.

ForeWord firsts ~ Our debut fiction competition, ForeWord Firsts, is designed to give 
high quality titles an extra sales boost, and will help validate to the trade this important 
segment of the industry. Winners will be showcased in our social media, electronic newsletter, 
and a special section of our website. Submission fees are $25/title. Visit the website for details 
and a registration form. Entry schedules are: 

*first-time customers get a free subscription to ForeWord.

Winter Releases  
For Titles Published: January-March  
Books Must Arrive by: April 10 
Winners Announced: April 30

Spring Releases  
For Titles Published: April-June  
Books Must Arrive by: July 10 
Winners Announced: July 30

Summer Releases  
For Titles Published: July-September  
Books Must Arrive by: October 10 
Winners Announced: October 30

Autumn Releases  
For Titles Published: October-December  
Books Must Arrive by: January 10 
Winners Announced: January 30
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editorial calendar
ForeSight features discuss current trends or perspectives in the following categories. 
 

Winter issue
december / January / february 

With added distribution at the ABA 
Winter Institute
ForeSight Features: Thriller, Health, 
Travel, and University Press Picks
Submit your new titles for consideration  
by September 1
Advertising Reservations by November 8  
Ad Materials Due November 13 

spring issue
march / april / may

With added distribution at the Bologna  
Children’s Book Fair
ForeSight Features: Nature & 
Environment, Religion, Self-Help, and 
Young Adult Fiction. Including expanded 
coverage of Children’s Picture Books
Submit your new titles for consideration  
by December 1
Advertising Reservations by February 8  
Ad Materials Due February 13

summer issue
June / July / august 

With added distribution at the American 
Library Association conference,  
BookExpo America, and Beijing  
International Book Fair
ForeSight Features: Business, Family  
& Relationships, Cooking, and  
Debut Fiction
Submit your new titles for consideration  
by March 1
Advertising Reservations by May 1  
Ad Materials Due May 8

fall issue
september / october / november

With added distribution at the Frankfurt 
Book Fair and China Children’s Book Fair
ForeSight Features: Body/Mind/Spirit, 
Autobiography & Memoir, Romance 
Fiction, and How-To/Home Arts
Submit your new titles for consideration  
by June 1
Advertising Reservations by August 8  
Ad Materials Due August 13

We look forward to  
seeing your newest 
titles in advance of 
their publication dates 
for review consider-
ation. Please send 
all submissions for 
ForeSight (genre- 
specific feature arti-
cles) consideration to:  
ForeWord Reviews/
FORESIGHT, 
425 Boardman Ave, 
Traverse City, MI 49684  
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Website ads:
Online advertising is becoming one of the most cost-effective 
forms of marketing for publishers, particularly when combined 
with a print program. Button ads are an excellent way to build 
brand awareness with an audience looking for books and 
information related to books.

ForeWord Reviews online activity continues to grow with 
over 53,000 page views per month. Contact us today to discuss 
registration for the next opening online.
• button ads run next to reviews and articles

• ads appear in rotation with other ads

• 125 pixels wide x 125 pixels high

• gif, Jpg, or png, 80k maximum size, gif animation acceptable

• $15/1000 impressions

• all include a link to your website

We’re sorry, we do not support rich-media advertisements such  
as Flash.

email newsletter ads:
ForeWord This Week is an electronic addition to our print 
journal that is sent every Thursday. Our editorial mission is 
to continuously raise awareness of the versatile achievements 
of independent publishers and their authors for our online 
subscribers. The voice of ForeWord This Week is an important 
one, and its audience is growing all the time—currently more than 
3,500 recipients!
• button ad runs in four consecutive issues

• 125 pixels wide x 125 pixels high

• gif, Jpg, or png, 80k maximum size, gif animation acceptable

• includes a link to your website

• $50/issue with a 4 issue minimum

• $25 design fee

Bologna children’s Book fair
event: march 25-28, 2013
deadline: march 1, 2013

Bookexpo america
event: may 30-June 1, 2013
deadline: may 3, 2013

american liBrary associaTion
event: June 22-July 2, 2013
deadline: June 1, 2013

Beijing inTernaTional Book fair
event: august 29-september 2, 2013
deadline: august 1, 2013

frankfurT Book fair
event: october 10-14, 2013
deadline: october 1, 2013

china children’s Book  
fair in shanghai
event: november 7-10, 2013
deadline: november 1, 2013

trade shows:
In Frankfurt, Shanghai, Beijing, and Bologna, publishers can display 
at the ForeWord stand in much the same way they do for BookExpo 
America, the American Library Association Annual Conference, 
and regional bookseller shows. But the purpose of displaying titles 
overseas is to attract the attention of agents or foreign publishers 
interested in acquiring the rights to your books for a particular 
country. The sale of these rights is an excellent source of additional 
income for smaller presses. 

fees: The fee for this service at Bologna, BEA, ALA and Frankfurt 
is $175/title per show or $600/shelf of five books. Air shipment 
deadlines are 60 days prior to Bologna and Frankfurt and after 
those dates fees go up to $199/title and $675/shelf.  Fee for Beijing 
and China: $199/title per show and $675/shelf.

adverTising and Trade shows

tip sheets:
When replying to a foreign rights agent or publisher, after they 
have expressed interest in your title, we advise you to send a tip 
sheet. This document is colorful and contains all the information 
needed to determine if they would like to pursue your title further. 
We can create a customized tip sheet for you. The fee is $149/title 
and includes layout and design.

custom marketing programs available upon request. 
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prinTing: sheet fed offset
Binding: perfect bound
halfTone screens: 133 line screen maximum
reproducTion requiremenTs: Preferred materials are Press Quality 
PDFs or PhotoShop files. All graphics should be at 100% size,  
300 dpi. Files can be emailed to barbara@forewordreviews.com.  
A Dropbox site is available for uploading larger files. Please 
contact barbara@forewordreviews.com for Dropbox information.
Ad materials are preflighted to ensure good quality print 
reproduction, and advertisers are contacted with any questions or 
concerns about their ad. However, we must hold the advertiser solely 
responsible for the final quality of ad materials they create.

general rate policy
Agency Commission-Recognized ad agencies earn a 15% 
commission on ad rates, not to include the cost of artwork, 
reprints, non-display ads, or mechanical costs. Agency and 
advertiser will be held jointly liable for payment to publication.

billing info
Terms net thirty after invoicing. Discounts of 2% if paid within 
10 days. New advertisers will be invoiced upon space reservation, 
with prepayment required to establish credit.

material specificaTions & policies

“i’ve advertised both online and in print. up to now the 

only substantive response has been as a result of 

your help and efforts and ForeWord Reviews. you can 

be sure that as gihon river press grows, ForeWord 

Reviews will continue to be the first people i turn to 

for getting out the news. many thanks.”

—steve feuer, publisher, gihon river press

425 Boardman Avenue, Traverse City, MI 49684 
phone 231-933-3699 fax 231-933-3899 

www.forewordreviews.com

advertising rate card effective January 2013

print advertising
Black & White Rates

size 1x 2x 4x
full page $2,257 $2,090 $1,975 
2/3 page ver. $1,638 $1,525 $1,420 
1/2 page $1,349 $1,250 $1,190 
1/3 page $895 $830 $780 
1/6 page $450 $420 $400

1/10 page absolutely fabulous co-op ad, 4-color, $300

4-color ads—add 30% premium

cover positions (4-color only)—add 25%premium

aBsolutely FaBulous co-op ads (aBFaBs)
Absolutely Fabulous group ads are four-color cooperative 
advertising spreads that are featured in every issue and  
provide publishers with a cost-effective way to reach our loyal 
readership of booksellers and librarians. This advertising spread is 
a 4-color, 1/10 page ad that includes title info, ordering details and 
cover image (production included).

conditions
Canceled orders or changes in ads are not 
accepted after closing date, and may not be 
considered unless ForeWord receives  
written notice 30 days prior. The Publisher 
reserves the right to accept or reject/cancel all 
advertising copy or orders for any reason, at any time. 
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